For a product of discs one can make analogous definitions and one has analogous results. Since halfplanes and discs are equivalent under conformai transformations which extend to the boundary almost everywhere, the results about products of discs are equivalent to the results about products of halfplanes.
The results of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund were generalized in [9] to products of unit balls in complex zz-space. In this case the natural generalization of nontangential convergence is no longer nontangential in the geometric sense; in [9] it was given the name admissible convergence. One still has the distinction between restricted and unrestricted admissible convergence.
In trying to generalize these notions to arbitrary symmetric spaces of noncompact type several new features appear. First, a space may have more than one boundary (the Furstenberg-Satake boundaries). To each boundary there corresponds a different Poisson integral, and to each one has to define a different notion of restricted (and unrestricted) admissible convergence. Second, since a symmetric space in general has no natural imbedding as a domain in Euclidean space, one has to define restricted and unrestricted admissible convergence in an intrinsic way. Finally, the notion of restricted admissible convergence which seems to be natural depends (for each fixed boundary) on the arbitrary choice of an element H in a certain Weyl chamber. In fact, this arbitrary choice also appears in the case of a product of halfplanes or discs as soon as one tries to make the definition intrinsic, i.e., independent of the geometry of the ambient Euclidean space; it is a reflection of the fact that there are infinitely many geodesic lines going from an interior point to a given boundary point. We note, however, that there are cases in which there is no arbitrary choice to be made. Such are the symmetric spaces of rank one (where there is only one boundary) and the irreducible Hermitian symmetric spaces with the Bergman-Silov boundary.
Several generalizations of Fatou's theorem involving more special notions of convergence have been found recently [5] , [7] , [16] , [17] . The purpose of the present paper is to extend all these results to the case of restricted admissible convergence. In the case of [16] and [17] this does not involve an actual extension, we shall only show that the type of convergence used there is equivalent with our general notion of restricted admissible convergence.
In §1 we transform the Poisson integral from an integral on the boundary to an integral on a nilpotent group; this generalizes the transformation from the unit circle to the real line, and is an idea which has much been used by Harish-Chandra. The results of this section could all be extracted from the work of Karpelevic [6] , but we prefer to give a concise, more or less self-contained treatment. In §2 we define restricted admissible convergence, then proceed to give an equivalent characterization of it, more suitable for computations. This again corresponds to transforming nontangential domains in the disc to nontangential domains in a halfplane. Proposition 2.5 generalizes the fact that Fatou's theorem on the disc is equivalent to Fatou's theorem on the halfplane. Theorem 2.6 is the generalization of Fatou's theorem for Poisson integrals of ¿"-functions. In §3 we discuss Hermitian symmetric spaces with the Bergman-Silov boundary. We show that the notion of convergence used in [9] , [16] , [17] is equivalent with restricted admissible convergence. So in this case Fatou's theorem holds for ¿"-functions (1 <p^oo); in fact, by [9] and by some recent, as yet unpublished results of E. M. Stein and N. J. Weiss, even for ¿^functions. In §4 we make some remarks on unrestricted admissible convergence without being able to settle the question completely. In §5 we discuss symmetric spaces of rank one; in this case there is no difference between restricted and unrestricted convergence. For these spaces A. W. Knapp [7] proved generalized radial convergence for Poisson integrals of ¿^functions; we extend his result to admissible convergence, and we also get a generalization of Privalov's local version of the Fatou theorem.
1. The Poisson integral. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center, K a maximal compact subgroup, X= G/K the corresponding symmetric space. Let g, f be the Lie algebras of G, K and let g= f + p be the Cartan decomposition. We denote by a a maximal abelian subspace in p, and by h a Cartan subalgebra of g containing a. We consider the root system of the complexification gc with respect to f)c; the real subspace spanned by the roots is then a © h + , with ¡f) + cf)n f. We fix a lexicographic ordering of the roots by choosing a basis in o and in h + . The restriction of a root to a we call a restricted root. We denote by F the set of distinct nonzero restrictions to a of the simple roots, a +, the positive Weyl chamber in a, is the set of those points in a on which every element of F (and hence also every positive restricted root) is positive.
Following Satake [13] and Moore [12] we fix a subset E of Fand denote by a(E) the subspace of a on which all elements of E vanish, g is the direct sum of weight spaces for the adjoint representation of a(E) on g, and the weights are the restrictions of the restricted roots to a(E). The weight space for 0 is a reductive subalgebra of g, we denote its semisimple part by qe and its intersection with t by m(F). (So m(F) is the centralizer of a(E) in f.) Let lE = qE n Í; this is a maximal compact subalgebra of qe, also contained in m(£). The sum of the positive, resp. negative, weight spaces we denote by n(F), resp. ñ(E); these are nilpotent subalgebras of g. The sum of the nonnegative weight spaces will be denoted d(E). The sum of the positive weights, with multiplicities counted, we denote by 2pE.
The analytic subgroups of G corresponding to a, a(E), g£, Ie, m(F), n(F), n(E), b(E) will be denoted by A, A(E), GE, KE, M0(E), N(E), Ñ(E), B0(E). M(E) will be We shall repeatedly use the Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN. For geG, we shall use the notation g = k(g)(e\p H(g))n where k(g) e K, H(g) e a,n e N. k(g) and H(g) are uniquely defined continuous functions of g. Proof. We write b = man with zzz 6 M(E), a = exp (77(F)), ne N. Using that M(E) is compact and A is nilpotent it follows that |det Ad(b)\ = |det Ad(a)|. Denoting by g0 the weight space for the weight 0 of a(E) on g, we have the decomposition £>(F) = g0 + n(F). Since g0 is reductive and contains o, Ad(a) acts on it trivially. Therefore det Ad(a) is equal to the determinant of the restriction of Ad(a) to n(F) and the assertion follows.
1.2. Proposition. Let pE be the normalized K-invariant measure on G/B(E), pE is quasi-invariant under G and its multiplier is given by
where it denotes the coset uB(E).
Proof. (Trivial extension of a proof sketched in [14] .) For any ç> e C0(G) we have
where dk, db are left Haar measures. Also, by a known formula [1, Chapter 7, §2, Corollary to Proposition 13] for any \1> e C0(G) we have
where AG, AB are the modular functions of G, B(E). In the present case AG= 1 since G is semisimple, and AB is given by Lemma 1.1. Applying (1.2) to the function xu(g)=xp(g)e~2pEmg)) and using (1.1) we obtain (1.3) f dp(u) [ xpiub) db = f <piu)e-2pEimu» du.
JGIBX.E) Jb(E) JG Applying (1.3) to the left translate <p9(a) = <p{gu) and changing the variable f <piu)e-2pEimg-lu» du = ( dpEig-H) Í <piub) db.
Applying (1.3) again, the right-hand side is equal to
Jo dpE(u) and the assertion follows. We denote the identity coset of G/K= X by o. Following Furstenberg [3] we define the Poisson integral of a function fe L1(G/B(E)) by
for all g eG. It is clear that the integral depends only on the coset go. By the lemma of Bruhat and Harish-Chandra the restriction of the natural map G -> G/B(E) is an injective analytic map of N(E) onto a dense open subset (cf. also [12, p. 208] ). Therefore every integral on G/B(E) can be transformed to an integral on N(E) with respect to the Haar measure of N(E).
Given any function / on G/B(E), we shall denote by /,_ the function defined on Ñ(E) by fx(s)=f(s). This notation will be used throughout the paper. Because of typographical reasons we use the notations s, s', s0,... for elements of N(E). = r fixu) dp(u) = r f(u)pE(s, ü) dp(u)
This is true in particular for every continuous fx with compact support. Therefore i/)(s~1sx)=PE(s, sx)i/i(sx). Setting sx = e and using Lemma 1.2 we find that 00)
1.4. Lemma. Every x e X can be written in the form x = smao (s e N(E), m e KE, ae A), x determines s uniquely anda up to an element of the centralizer ofa(E) in the small Weyl group. If ' x varies in a compact set, then s, a also stay in compact sets.
Proof. By the Iwasawa decomposition G=NAK we know that x=sxax-o with unique Si e A, a», e A, depending continuously on x. We havean induced Iwasawa decomposition, GE = NEAEKE, and N=N(E)-NE (continuous semidirect decomposition), A = A(E)-AE (continuous direct decomposition). Hence x = ss'a0a' ■ o = sa0s'a' o with i e A(F), s' e NE, aQ e A(E), a' e AE, each depending continuously on x. We also have GE = KEAEKE, the part in AE being determined up to the small Weyl group of GE/KE. So we have s'a' -o = ma" -o (me KE,a" e AE) and x= sa0ma"-o = sm(a0a")-o, proving the assertion.
Remark. We have GEo^GE/KE; this is a symmetric subspace of X which can be denoted by Xe. The lemma can be reformulated as saying that xe X has the unique continuous decomposition x=sa0-xE (se N(E),a0e A(E),xE e Xe). In this form it is much used by Karpelevic [6] .
1.5. Proposition. Let f be an integrable function on G/B(E) and let F be its Poisson integral. Then
for all s0 e N(E), m e KE, ae A, (also for m e M(E)).
[June Proof. By definition of the Poisson integral and by Lemma 1.3, F(s0mao)=( fsoma(u) dp(u) JOIBiE) = i fsoma(s)e-2pE(msn ds.
Jrt(E)
Since s0manB(E)=s0smaB(E), we have fsoma(s) =fi{s0sma), finishing the proof.
Remarks. 1. Defining the function ^".a on N(E) by
the statement can be rewritten as a convolution F(soma-o) = (f*0>Z,a)(so).
2. 0"m,a has the (trivial) homogeneity propertŷ l.aaSß^) = ^.a(s)e2"^f or all ai e A(E).
2. Restricted admissible convergence. Let F be a subset of F, which will be fixed for this section. Let a+(E) be the subset of a(E) on which all positive a(E)-weights have positive value. Let Hea + (E), reR,geG, and let C<= X be a compact M(F)-invariant set with nonempty interior. We define a truncated restricted admissible domain atge G/B(E) by ®H,c(g) = {k(g)(e\p tH)x\tZr,xeC}.
It is easy to check that this set depends only on the coset of g.
We shall say that a function Fon I converges at g admissibly and restrictedly with respect to 7F to the number r if for all e > 0 and all C there exists t such that x e 0fH,c (g) implies | F(x)-r \ < «.
If/ is a function on G/B(E) and F a function X, we say that F converges to f admissibly and restrictedly (with respect to H) a.e. if for almost all g (with respect to pE) F converges at g to f(g) admissibly and restrictedly.
Proposition.
Given C<= X, compact, M(E)-invariant with nonempty interior and a compact set CG^G, there exists C'cl, compact, M(E)-invariant with nonempty interior, such that
for all g' e CG and all r, H, g.
Proof. Using the definition and the Iwasawa decomposition G=KAN, we have
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It is clear that k{g'kig))=k{g'g) and that a{g'k{g)), nig'k{gg)) stay in compact subsets of A, N as g' varies in Ca and g in G.
Hence it suffices to show that there exists a compact C'cJ such that for all a, n varying in given compact subsets CA, CN of A, N. For this we note that anM)t,c(è) = {an(exp f77)x | Z ^ t, x e C} = {(exp Z77)a«exp-tíí-x | / 2 r,xeC}.
This shows that C = {a«exp-tH-x | a e CA, n e CN, t ^ t, 77e a+(7¿), x e C} has the required properties.
Corollary. " F converges to f admissibly and restrictedly with respect to 77" is a G-invariant notion.
We proceed to define a kind of norm on N(E), depending on 77 (which we consider fixed in a+(7s)). ñ(E) is the sum of weight spaces gA with A a negative linear form on a(E). Each Qk is invariant under the compact group Ad8(M(7¿)) since M(E) centralizes a(E); we put an M(£7)-invariant norm | | on each gA. Any s e N(E) can uniquely be written in the form 5=exp 2a<o U\ (Ux e gA), and we define \s\H = Max{\Uh\-1MH)}. for all s, s' e Ñ(E).
Proof. Let Vt = {s\ \s\H-¿e1}. The sets Vt are compact and they exhaust Ñ(E) as Z -> oo. Hence Vx-Vx<= vr for some r e R. Let c=er.
By Lemma 2.2 we have Vt=Vlxv~iH. Now write \s\H = et, \s'\H = et', and let r=Max{Z, Z'}. Then ss'e Vt-VV<=V%-VZ = (VX-KJ^-^c vr+J, and so \ss'\H ïer+*ie+(\s\H+\s'\H).
Now we define the analogues of truncated nontangential domains on the upper halfplane. Let | | be any norm on the vector group A. For s0 e N(E), a > 0, reR we define Th,«(50) = {J0(exp tH)smao \t % r;meKE; \a\, \s\H ^ a}.
[June 2.4. Proposition. Let H be fixed. Let F be a function on X, fa function on G/B(E). Then F converges to f admissibly and restrictedly a.e. if and only if for almost all s e N(E) (with respect to the Haar measure) and for all a > 0, e > 0 there exists r e R such that x e TzH¡a{s) implies |F(x)-fi{s)\ <e.
Proof. The cosets of the elements s e N(E) form a set of full measure in G/B(E), so it is enough to consider these. We wish to show that at each s restricted admissible convergence of F is equivalent with the analogous notions defined in terms of the sets T instead of the sets 3/t. By the obvious fact that rjiia(j)=s ■ TzH¡a(e) and by Proposition 2.1 it suffices to show this at ê.
For this we note that each rzHa(e) is contained in (even equal to) an 3%%HX(e), namely the one with C={sma-o \ \s\H, \a\ S«; m eKE}. Conversely, every 3%TH,c(e) is contained in some T\,a(e), since any compact set C is contained in one of the special type given above. This finishes the proof. 
G/B(E). Now any fie Lp(G/B(E)) can be written as/=2/w> with /°> e LP(G/B(E)) and the support of/(i) contained in g¡U (1 SjSl)-Using G-invariance (Corollary to Proposition 2.1) it follows that it is enough to show that (ii) implies (i) for functions feLp(G/B(E)) such that/x has compact support in A(F). This however is obvious, since in this case/i eLp(N(E)).
The proof for measures is similar.
Theorem. Let feL'D(G/B(E)) and let F be its Poisson integral. Then, with
respect to any fixed H e a + (E), F converges to f admissibly and restrictedly a.e.
Proof. If V is any compact neighborhood of the identity in A(£), we denote T/expt/í = fjexptíí \SeV}; it is clear that the Haar measure of VexptH is ke-2"^m with a constant k. It is known [2] , [15] that for almost all s0 e N(E) lim e2V<»> f \fi(sos)-fi(s0)\ ds = 0.
Let s0 be such a point.
Let e > 0 and a > 0. By Proposition 2.4 the proof will be finished if we show that there exists re R such that |F(x)-/i(j0)| <« for all x e rk>a(s0). Now x e TTH¡a(s0) means x=s0(exp tH)sxma-o=s0sexxptHma(exp tH)-o, with \sx\H, \a\S« and f^r.
By Proposition 1.5 we have l*W-/ifa>)| = I f (/1(wíxpíHímaexpíí,)-/i(ío))e-2'''=<íí<s))a'5 ¡JÑXE) á (f +f )\fix{soSex*ptHsmae™tH)-fx{s0)\e-2<>¿™»ds.
Choosing Ux to be a compact neighborhood of the identity large enough such that f e-*hfBW ¿S < -¡JL-
we have that the first integral on the right is < e/2. Noting that e~ 2"e(íí(s)> is bounded on XJi by some number Mx, we see that the second integral is majorized by Our last expression is majorized by Me2»*™ f |/i(íoí)-/(*)I as.
We can choose t e Rso that this is < e/2 for all t>r, finishing the proof.
3. Hermitian symmetric spaces. Hermitian symmetric spaces of noncompact type can be realized as generalized halfplanes in a complex vector space [11] . The distinguished boundary in Bergman's sense of the generalized halfplane can then be identified with the orbit of N(E) in G/B(E) for a certain special E. Restricted admissible convergence to the distinguished boundary has been defined in geometric terms in [9], [10] , [17] ; we shall compare this definition with our general definition given in §2.
First we consider the irreducible case. The group corresponding to our G in [11] is ad(c)G°; our a is z'h", i.e. the linear span of {77y}y6A (cf. [11, Lemma 4.3]). As was shown by C. C. Moore [12] , if we order A as yx> • • ->Yi, then F consists of ï(Yi-Yi + i) (lúi<l) and of y¡ or £y, depending on whether the latter appears among the restricted roots. The subset E corresponding to the distinguished boundary consists of \(yi-y2),..., i(y¡-i-y¡). «(F) is the span of the element i 2reA Hy. The element H is now determined up to a constant multiple. Since our notion of restricted admissible convergence is clearly unchanged if we replace H by a positive constant multiple, we can fix H once and for all to be equal to i 2reA Hy. Our M(E) is the same as L in [11], we also have KE=M0(E) in this case. By [11, Lemma 5.3] there are one or two negative weights on a(E). On H they have the value -1 and (maybe) -+; the corresponding weight spaces are nf and n2. Their sum is our ñ(F); in [11] it is denoted by n~, the corresponding group by N~. The norm \n\H introduced in §2 is clearly the same as the norm used in [9], [10] , [17] . The symmetric space G/K is realized [11, Theorem 6.8] as the domain Dc = {(zi, z2) e pf +p2 | Im zx -0(z2, z2) e c} where c is a cone, equal in our present notations to the orbit KEA ■ o.
The geometric definition of restricted admissible convergence in [9], [10] , [17] is given in terms of the sets r¿,mCvO) = {s0sx-{iy, 0)\yeoe, \sx\H S «| v|, \y\ S e"1} where re R,a>0, and w is any subcone of c such that ¿see u {0}. Writing | y| =e_t and using Lemma 2.2 we see at once that Fà.oeOvO) = {s0(exp tH)sx-(iyx, 0) | y», e u>u \sx\H S «, / ^ t} where wx is the set of all yx e w such that \yx\ = 1. It is clear that the notion of convergence does not change if instead of the sets mx we use arbitrary compact subsets of c, which is equivalent to using the sets r},>a(.s0) defined in §2. So, taking into account Proposition 2.4, we have proved the following result.
3.1. Proposition. For irreducible Hermitian symmetric spaces realized as generalized halfplanes the geometric definition of restricted admissible convergence a.e. is equivalent with the definition given in §2.
It is also easy to see what happens in the reducible case. Then Dc is a product of irreducible domains, and the dimension of a(E) is equal to the number of irreducible factors. H is no longer unique up to constant multiples, and depending on the choice of H we get different notions of restricted admissible convergence. There is, however, a natural choice of H, namely such that its projection onto each irreducible factor should have the normalization given above. (This corresponds to the projection of the geodesic line (exp tH) ■ o onto each irreducible factor having a tangent of unit length at o.) Restricted admissible convergence with respect to this H is again equivalent to the geometric definition.
In [9] still one more definition of convergence was considered, this time in terms of the structure of Dc as a complex domain. For a product of discs it was shown to be equivalent with unrestricted nontangential convergence. This definition is meaningful for any Dc: For <x>0 and a point i0'0on the distinguished boundary one defines Kiso-0) = {zeD<\]£^llay and one considers convergence z^-so0, in the topology of the ambient vector space, under the restriction z e s&a{s0 • 0). (One can also make an analogous definition using the canonical bounded realization D of the space and its Szegö kernel if. By the relation connecting Sf with S [8, p. 342] it is clear that this gives the same notion of convergence a.e.) Writing z=s0masi -o{me KE, a e A, sx e Ñ{E)) we see by [8, formula (3.4 
This shows that the condition z e ¿&a(s0 ■ 0) is equivalent with sx being restricted to a compact subset of N(E). It is now easy to see that convergence under the restriction z e J^aiso ■ 0) can be intrinsically redefined by using the sets rRso) = {s0masx -o\ me KE, a e A, log a ^ T,sxeU} where Uis a compact subset of N(E) with nonempty interior, Te a(E), and log a^T means that |8(log a -T) ^ 0 for all positive restricted roots ß.
It would seem natural to define unrestricted admissible convergence in terms of the sets Tu(s0); this would then make sense for any symmetric space and any boundary. However, an example constructed by E. M. Stein and N. J. Weiss (as yet unpublished) shows that in the case of the tube over a 3-dimensional circular cone, i.e. the space Sp(2, R)/U(2), there exist L°°-functions on G/B(E) whose Poisson integral does not converge a.e. in this sense. Therefore we do not pursue this further, at any rate not in the apparently too general case of an arbitrary subset E<=F. 4 . Remarks on unrestricted convergence. Because of the example mentioned at the close of the preceding section, we define and study unrestricted admissible convergence only in relation to the maximal boundary (7/7?. Even in this case our discussion is not complete; in order to prove that the condition of Proposition 4.3 is satisfied at almost every point we would need an extension of the strong differentiation theorem, known for vector spaces, to nilpotent groups.
For g e G, Tea and for any compact Af-invariant set C<= X with nonempty interior we define^c (g) = {k(g)ax \aeA,loga^T,xeC} where log aä T means that |8(log a-7)^0 for all positive restricted roots ß.
We say that a function Fon X converges at g admissibly and unrestrictedly to the number r if for all e > 0 and all C there exists T such that x e J&c(g) implies \F(x)-r\<e.
If/is a function on G/B and F a function on X we say that F converges to f admissibly and unrestrictedly a.e. if for almost all g (with respect to p) F converges at g admissibly and unrestrictedly to /(g). [June It is clear that this implies restricted admissible convergence with respect to any choice of an element Hea+. 4.1. Proposition. Given a compact set C<= X and an element g' e G, there exists a compact M-invariant set C'CX with nonempty interior such that g'^cT(g)<=^cT<g'g) for all g e G and Tea+. Therefore, unrestricted admissible convergence a.e. is a G-invariant notion.
Proof. It is clear from the definitions that cJ(g) = U ^H.c(g)-
HZT
Thus the assertion follows from Proposition 2.1.
For any s0 e A, T e a, and any compact set U<= N with nonempty interior we define r£(so) = {s0asi-o | log a Z T, Si e U}.
4.2. Proposition. Let F be a function on X, fa function on G/B. Then F converges at s0 to f(s0) admissibly and restrictedly if and only if for all e > 0 and all compact U^N there exists Tea such that x e Tu(s0) implies |F(x)-/i(s0)| <e-Proof. Similarly to the proof of Proposition 2.4, we will show that at each point s0 unrestricted admissible convergence is equivalent with the analogous notion defined in terms of the sets T instead of sé. By the fact that YTv(s¿)=s0 ■ Tl(e) and by Proposition 4.1 it suffices to show this at é.
In fact, each TJj(e) is contained in (even equal to) some ség(é) ; we can e.g. take C={axsxo | Ogloga^Fo, Si e U} with some T0ea+. Conversely, given sé£{ë), there exist compact sets CA<^A, t/<=/y such that C<=C'={aiSi-o \ ax e CA, sx e U}, and there exists T0e a such that log aa S T0 for all ai e CA. We have then stfg(é) czs/rJ'ié)<=ri-To{e), finishing the proof. (after having made a change of variable). We have sx e U; therefore, denoting U-Ux= V, this is further majorized by (4.1) Mxe2p«°**\ \fx(sos)-fx(so)\ds.
Jva
Noticing that mes (Fa) = mes (V)e~2piloea\ it follows from our hypothesis that (4.1) is < e/2 if log a ^ T for an appropriate T. This finishes the proof.
5. Symmetric spaces of rank one. The first lemma is valid for symmetric spaces of arbitrary rank. into a sum of the form 2 (Pr(x)Xr+pr(x)Xr+qs(x) Ys) where the pr, p" qs are polynomials in the variables {x,}. Applying P to this, we get 2 (pr(x)(X, + Xr)+qs(x) Ys).
Thus P Ad (s-1)|i has a matrix whose entries are polynomials in the {x;}, and our assertion follows by (5.1).
From now on it will be assumed that the rank of C7/7v equals 1. Then a is 1-dimensional, and there are at most two positive restricted roots; we shall denote them by A and (possibly) ^A. The element Hea+ is unique up to positive constant multiples. Therefore we can fix it once and for all by the normalization X(H) = 2; the notion of restricted admissible convergence is unaffected by this. Since in this case there is no difference between restricted and unrestricted, we shall simply talk about admissible convergence. Instead of \s\H we write |s|. We use the definitions of §2 making only one slight simplification: Instead of the sets YzHa(s0) we use K(So) = {^o(exp tH)so \\s\Scc,fà t}.
It is clear that Proposition 2.4 remains true for these. Proof. The first inequality is trivially true since e~2l"-ms)) is a bounded function on Ñ.
To prove the second, we choose a basis {Xj} of the root space g_A and a basis {Zk} of g_A,2. Then every s e Ñ can be written in the form s = exp 2 (XjXj+zfZf) and we have swtH m exp n; (f?tXjXj+ezkZk). =p(s, e1). This finishes the proof.
For every r>0 we define the sets B(r) = {seÑ\ \s\ Sr}. It is clear that B(r)expt" =B(re~t), and hence mes (B(r))=rm mes (.0(1)). For any integrable function <p on A one defines the maximal function <p* by It is known [2] , [15] that the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem is valid for <p*. Still by standard methods (cf. also [7, Theorem 6 .1]) one can generalize this theorem to the case of Poisson integrals of signed measures on G/B.
There is also a generalization of Privalov's local version of the Fatou theorem.
[June 5.5. Theorem. Let G/K have rank one, and let F be a harmonic function on G/K. Let S<=N be a measurable set, and assume that for each s e S there exists a set i/c A with nonempty interior and a t e R such that F is bounded in rzr,(s) = {i(exp tH)sxo \t ^ r,sxe U}.
Then, for almost every s e S, F converges at s admissibly to a finite value.
(Of course, by the argument of Proposition 2.4, we could equivalently state this theorem starting with a measurable set Sc G/B and assuming boundedness of F in sets of the form 3?zHC(g).) The proof follows the lines of a proof of Calderón [18, Chapter XVII] which was adapted to the case of Hermitian symmetric spaces of rank one in [9] . We shall not give it in detail, since the proof in [9] can very easily be translated to the present situation. There is only one point requiring special attention : In the course of the proof one needs the existence of a positive harmonic function (h in [9] ) which has admissible boundary value 0 at each s (s e N) and is constant on orbits of A. In the present case such a function is given by h(sa-o) = e~"aoBa) which is harmonic e.g. by [6, Theorem 15.3.2] .
